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I. THE PROBLEM AND ITS EARLER APPROACH-ES.

The goal of understanding the relationship be-

tween man's lenguage and his experience of the

world has been a challenge to linguists, psycholo-

gists, anthropologists, and phitosophers alike.

The literature on this topic may be divided roughly

into two schools of thought. First, there are

scholars who treat language as if it were a direct

manifestation of the speakers' Weltanschauung.

Writers of this persuasion tend to deny transla-

tability between langueges. Second, there are the

nominalists who reterd languaEge es an arbitrary,

outer form for thought, who believe in perfect

translatability, and who deny that translation pre-

sents a psychological problem at all. Crude as

this dichotomy is, it clearly points to the signi-

ficance of the questions at stake. If the expon-

ents of the Weltenscheuung thesis were co-npletely

right, communication across lenguaEe boundaries

could actually be reduced to a psychological inves-

tieation. :e would study the relstion between

language and thEt phantasmagoric concept, Weltan-

schauung, and as we Eein knowledge on this score,

our understanding of the translation process would

automatically and by implication be elucidated also.
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If, however, the nominalists were right, psychology

has nothing to contribute to interlingual communi-

cation; The efficiency of communication between

two lEnguage systems would be e matter of "trans-

lating correctly" and this would be assumed to be

possible to the degree that the translator knows

his lpnguppes.

Most authors are more subtle than these enti-

thetical expositions would indiote. '::e have out-

lined these positions in their most drastic form

to provide a frame for discussion. A close analy-

sis of the Weltenschauung and the nominalistic

claims reveals that a host of subsidi&ry problems

are conjured up by each thesis and that It is not

possible to do a piece of rescarch which would

simply decide for one or the other side and thus

pave the way for an early and simple solution of

the general question: What conclusions may be

drawn from the fact that languages are different

from one another? If we may be intuitive about

this entire matter, both theses seem to have some

merit and yet neither seems to be capable of draw-

ing a conclusion that is consistent with itself and

the facts of lvnguPg.. Anyone who has had to learn

more than one language in his childhood knows that
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there is gEm& translatability between-the lafuags

h@ peaaks, but that this is. far from being a

one-to-one corresponden*O; end that there are some

realms of thought which seem to be peculiarly af-

fected by on. of his languages but not by the other.

Among the many contemporary authors who have

written on the subject, probably no one has influ-

enced current research as much as Ernst Cassirer

and Benjamin L. Whorf. They -:era exponents of the

Weltpnschauung thesis and believed that an analysis

of language was immedietely relevant to the study

and description of the cognitive make-up of its

speakers. Their works have not been accepted un-

critically but they have stimulated thought about

language in many disciplines. Hardly any one work-

ing in this area today can deny his indebtedness

to either of these men no matter whether he accepts

their ideas or not,

While Cassirer and Whorf have made great theo-

retical advance over earlier work, their approach

had a weakness which is common to virtually all of

the early investigations into language and cognition.

Neither Cassirer nor Whorf was explicit enough on

the nature of the relationship which they pur-

ported to describe. They failed to state in gen-

eral, yet concrete, terms which types of behavior
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were supposed to be related to which. It is true

enough that both of them have cited a mass of em-

pirical facts but since they have not at the same

time provided a criterion of-relevance, we do not

know why they have selected the data that they have

selected, nor whether it would be possible to mar-

shall facts that would disprove their hypotheses.

The empirical material in their writings has en

anecdotal character which serves to adumbrate oon-

siderations of a basically epistemological nature;

it must not be mistaken for corroboretive evidence

of a hypothesis. In fact, it would be in vain if

we were to search their works for practical work-

ing hypotheses--hypotheses whose verification re-

quire compilation of olesrly circumscribed data--

hypothesis that can be accepted or rejected in the

light of objective observations.1

The purpose of this paper is to review the

conditions under which language data mal contribute

towards verification of a "language-and-cognition"

hypothesis. We shall develop criteria for the se-

lection of data and then delineate a general method

for a formal description of such data, Our approach

is illustrated by a report of a comparative. study

into the nature of American English and Zuni color

nomenclatures. The consequences of such research
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ior other fields are also briefly discussed.

II. TYPES OF HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH STRATEGIES

Typioally, a hypothesis about the relation

between language and cognition has the form "linguis-

tic condition C is functionally related to non-

linguistic behavior K;" we accept the hypothesis

if K is observed to change with C. Verification

proceeds by studying varying instances of C, ex-

pecting the corresponding K-instances to vary pre-

dictably. For example, Miller and SelfridgeAl have

hypothesized that the linguistic condition, Order

of approximation to English word sequences,. is a

determinant of the non-linguistic behavior, recall

of meaningless strings of words. (We feel justified

in calling this "non-linguistic behavior" because

the task is essentially that of parrotingo) In

Miller's own words:

"0 ..various approximations to English can
be constructed by permitting contextual
dependencies to work over longer and longer
sequences of symbols. If we deal with
word units, a zero-order approximation
picks words at random from the dictionary.
A first-order approximation reflects the
relative frequencies of occurrence of the
individual words. A second-order approxi-
mation reflects the relative frequencies
of occurrence of pairs of words. And so
we proceed to higher orders of approxi-
mation. As the amount of contextual
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determination is increased, the approxi-
mations to English change from sheer gib-
berish to something very like human wri.t-
ting. The constraintO of oontext are
toodrualy introduced, and the seques"S
bsomet more- famlilar. s ..
when suojects try to learn meterials con-
structed in this fashion? An exploratory
experiment has been done with zero-,
first-, second-, third-, fourth-, fifth,
and seventh-order approximations to English
and with passages from connected text.
Lists of 10, 20, 30, and 50 words were used.
Subjects heard the iords read aloud once
and attempted to recall them immediately
afterward. .... /4It was found thag the
greater the contextual constraint, the
easier it is to remember the material.
By the time the fourth- or fifth-order
approximation is reached, there is little
further improvement. It is the short-
term dependencies that are most important
for recall. R fourth-order approximation
is still nonsense, It is apparently not
important that the sequence of words has
a meaning. It is sufficient that it does
not violate familiar intraverbal connections
extending over sequences of only four
or five words."3

In this experiment subjects, due to their

language training, had developed certain habits

towards the stimulus material of a conventional mem-

ory experiment so that their "recall-behavior" could

be predicted on the grounds of previously ascer-

tained language behavior.

The language condition C can easily be manipu-

lated in this design, holding all other linguistic

and cultural factors constant. Instances of condi-

tion C, i.e. orders of approximation to the statis-

tical structure of English, can be selected so as

to form a series of stimuli, as it were, where each
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stimulus differs from its neighbor in only one re-

spect, namely the very quality under investigation.

This research design has been called the intra-

cultural method because here the verification of

hypotheses does not depend on oross-oultural oom-

parison. It can easily be seen why this is an ad-

vantage: Suppose an anthropologist wanted to repeat

the Miller and Selfridge experiment in a culture

where a language is spoken that oennot be analysed

unambiguously in terms of words. An analogous and

highly pertinent experiment could still be performed

by using any other structural unit, say phonemes.

The anthropologist could construct a sequence of

speeoh sounds such that none is a "meaningful utter-

ance" yet each represents a different order of ap-

proximation to the sequence of phonemes typical for

that language. Of course, one would expect that

order of approximrtion again predicts memory capa-

city but we wouild not be surprised ifstrenth. of

the relationship between the two phenomena is some-

what different from the relationship found in the

English situation. After all, a different unit of

analysis has been used, not to mention the many other

factors that had to be changed by going from one

culture to another. We may characterize this type

of research strategy thus:
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Languape A:

C1 corresponds to K
C2  K1"
C "K3 0

Cn

dbgree of correspondene. . F

Language B:

C, corresponds to Ky
C cor " K
C2 " " K

*_ 6

C- " " K--
n N

degree of correspondence = V

We do not compare the C.'s of language A with the C's

of language B because they are not quite commensur-

able; the compSrison is between the correspondences

F and V. The reason for doing cross-cultural work

in this instance is to prevent us from over-genera-

lizing our theory rather than to validate our hy-

pothesis.

Not all hypotheses can be verified intra-

culturally. Consider the hypothesis: "Acuity of

auditory discrimination between given isolated speech

sounds is jo.t the s'-me for subjects speaking dif-

ferent languages." It is a rather common assumption

that some languages train their speakers to make cer-

tqin aAcoustical distinctions which in other languages
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do not need to be made. Thus it is reasonable to

postulate that speakers of some languages have learned

to make discriminations that other language groups

have not learned. This hypothesis is not verified

simply by pointing to differences in phonemic struc-

tures because phonemic analyses are made on pat-

terned sounds--on complex sequenoes--but never on

isolated phones. On the other hand, it is the

observed difference in phonemic structure which

gives rise to the hypothesis.

We might verify this proposition in the following

way. By means of Stevens' Electrical Analogue of

the Vocal TractS We generate various series of speech

sounds (e.g. a series ranging from a given phone Le

to a given phone ra)i thus constructing a number of

linear stimulus continua. The stimuli are presented

to the informant in pairs. In the course of the

experiment, every sound is paired with each other

and the informant's task is to indicate whether

he Judges the Ztimuli to be the same or different.

We draw subjects from various languages and coppare

their performances. The prediction is that the fi-

nest discriminations made by every speech group fall

on different locations in the continua if the languages

are different. The research design here is:
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Lang. A (C1 ) corresponds to K1
Lang. B (C 2 ) " " K
Lang. C (C) " .

If the C's are unequal(i.e. if each of these

languages requires its speakers to make acoustical

distinctions which ere saic to be unimportant in

the other two languages) the K's are predioted to

be unequal as well. In this case the cross-cultural

approach was indispensable because the hypothesis

predicated the entire language.

The question arises whether this last hypothesis

might have been thrown into a form that could be amena-

ble to intra-cultural verification. Why, for instance,

could we not have hypothesized that acuity of discrim-

ination is sharper between phoneme boundaries than

within phonemes. If we have several stimulus con-

tina, linguists may be able to map the extent of every

phoneme so that we could chara.terize some locations

in the continuum as "boundaries" and some as "phonemic

centers." In this form the linEuistic condition that

is being predicated in the hyothesis presents many

instances within every individuel language so that

the prerequisite for the use of the intre-cultural

approach seems to be fulfilled. The logic of this

verification would be perfectly sound if the phone-

matization hed been made exclusively on the grounds
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of distributional criteria, that is, if the linguist

had not been influenced in his segmentation by acous-

tical or perceptual phenomena. Of course, it can

hardly be maintained that this was the case.

Linguists usually take note of their informants'

discrimination behavior in order to establish phoneme

boundaries. Therefore intra-oultural verification

of the hypothesis under consideration would consti-

tute a circular argument.

There are certain kinds of hypotheses whose

verification seem to be amenable to the cross-cultural

approach, but which, upon a methodological analysis,

appear to be unverifiable. For the sake of illustra-

tion, may we be allowed to present a hypothesis whose

absurdity is purposely pushed to the extreme. Let

our mock-hypothesis be, "There is a relationship

between language and national character." The de-

sign of the pseudo-verification is this:

Language Conditions (C's) National Character Traits (K's)

Japanese: harsh sounds purported to harsh discipline
correspond to

German: complicated sen- complicated philo-
tence structure sophical thoughts

English: preponderance of " conciseness; thrifty-
monosyllabic words ness

Quite apart from the lack of objeativity of the

data, it is obvious that "harsh sounds," "complicated
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sentence structure," and "preponderance of monosyl-

labic words" have virtually nothing in common except

for the obscure notion that they all belong to

language. Verification requires that we know what

we are varying, which, of course, is not the case

here. We have no terms in which to make a comparison

of the C's or, in other words, there are no para-

meters that describe pertinent qualities of the C's

involved. The problem of comparability is of para-

mount importance in this kind of research and we shell,

therefore, devote to it a major portion of this paper,

In view -of the incomparability of the C's in

the last example we heve not, in reality, verified

anything. Instead we have merely stated three sub-

hypotheses each of which is still in need of cor-

roboratien. In contrast to this situation, the

previous hypothesis, that phonemic structure affects

certain aspects of acoustical peraeption, has com-

pletely commensurable C's: We can easily describe

and thus compre phoneme boundaries in terms of lo-

cations on physical seech sound continua. This

research design has therefore avoided the pitfall

of a pseudo-verification.

The discussion of an intra-cultural research

strategy on the one hcnd and a cross-cuitural one

on the other, should not be interpreted as two entirely
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different possibilities. Many investigations are

amenable to either approach although one is usually

more profitable than the other. The following two

criteria may guide us in our choice of approach:

A) ubiquity of the'linguistic condition (this cri-

terion answers the question "s the phenomenon we

are investigating a peculierity of one single language,

of a few languages, or of most languages?") and.B)

the number of instences of the linguistic condition

within individual languages. Chart I summarizes the

relevance of these criteria to the apropriate

choice of approach.

III. THREE CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF DATA

Since laneuage is the coordination of several

extremely complex activities, it would be foolish

to try to state canonically which language d:ta may

and which may not be used for our puroses. And yet,

the very intricacy of language makes it desirable

to have a few guide-lines to govern our selection

of possible data perticularly for research that is

to be conducted cross-culturally. It is in this sense

that we offer the following three criteria for the

choice of language data: A) universality, B) vari-

ation, C) simplicity.
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a) Universelity: This criterion, when selled

out, is simple to the point of banality. We dwell

on it merely because a survey of the literature shows

that it is frequently disregarded. In detail: We

cannot expect to make a meaningful comparison if

the referents of our lexical items are not completely

universal, i.e. exist in every culture. The words

meat-pie, resoot, and learning cannot be translated

into many languages because the referents are typical

of our but not of other cultures. The question

whether the Germans have developed their philosophy

beceuse of peculiarities in their language, or whether

the complete absence of any epistemology among the

Bororo Indians is caused by theirs, is unanswerable

and in that sense absurd, not so much because the

implied relationship is necessarily false but because

it is theoretically impossible to verify it. Com-

pare now a hypothesis that concerns a universal

referent, say time, Suppose we had two languages,

one of which has no specialized words for time-denotation

whereas the other language has an elaborate termin-

ology for time periods of various durations as well

as means for the description of sequences and tem-

poral relations. Since the speakers of both languages

live in time it would not be altogether unreasonable
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to investigate whether the time experience for the

two peoples is affected by the linguistic condition.

We could verify this hypothesis in a number of ways.

It would be possible, for instance, to construct a

memory test where a certain sequence of time intervals

of varying duration would have to be recalled, the

act of recall consisting of a sequential pressing

of various kinds of buttons. In this case the two

instances of Condition C are two types of linguistic

treatment of the time continuum and the instances

of condition K would be the recalling of temporal

stimulation. This hypothesis is verifiable because

the two instances of condition C are commensurable

inasmuch as a universal referent is involved.

b) Variation: It has been pointed out that we

can "manipulate," so to speak, the language-end of

the lenguage-and -cognition epperstus by means of

the cross-cultural approach. This means that our

research will be interesting if the instances of the

language condition C, while commensurable, are not

identical. For otherwise we have no variation and

we can not expect any changes in cognitive behavior

either. Take the example of the previous paragraph

but suppose that we had used some other languages.

Now, these other languages have temporal words with

exactly the same denotata. Remarks about time in
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one language can be translated into the other without

the slightest distortion. In this situation it

would not be very interesting to subject the speakers

of the two languages to the memory test because if

the two groups attain the same score (as we would

have to predict) we would still have no evidence that

there was any relation between the performance on

the test and the structure of the languagesb The

causal factor in the memorization may have been,

for all we know, a biological one that did not change

in the comparison. If, to the contrary, the per-

formance on the test had been different for the two

kinds of speakers despite the fact that the language

conditions had been held constant then we would know

that such difference was not likely to have been

caused by the language situation. Such a negative

result could also have been obtained had we chosen

languages which, instead of being identical with

respect to temporal distinctions, were describably

different; for in this case our research can also

confirm our hypothesis which, in the absence of con-

trolled variation is imoossible. The better we can

describe the difference between two instances of a

particular language condition, the more interesting

our work will be.

C) Simplicity: Commensurability depends on our
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construction of descriptive parameters. A Wrist-

watch and a hog are commensurable if we compare

their weights, i.e. describe the two in terms of

the parameter weight. But this paremeter leaves a

lot of aspects undescribed that are of importance

to us when dealing with wrist-watches or hoes, If

we want to know just enough about these two items

so as to decide how to ship them from one suburb to

another, a few other descriptive parameters in ad-

dition to weight would be necessary, e.g. volume,

air consumption, need for careful handling, etc.

Evaluating the difference between any two things

becomes more difficult the more parameters are needed

for any particular description. If all objects were

sold by weight and the price per pound were universal,

the description of the difference between a wrist-

watch and a hog would be easy from the point of view

of price; from the shipper's point of view the des-

cription of the difference between them is more dif-

ficult; and from an ontological point of view it is

practioelly impossible and, of course, absurd. Coming

back to language symbols and their referents, there

are many words that have universal referents, satis-

fying criterion a), and there may also be reasonably

varied linguistic treatments of such referents,
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satisfying criterion b). But the simplicity cri-

terion is only rarely satisfied. Take the word

justice and its referents; If we wanted to describe

objectively those social actions to which the word

is applicable, we would need a very large number of

dimensions or parameters. The coordinate system

that would result (and by means of which we could

describe all such actions objectively) would be so

complicated that it would become very difficult to

describe parametrically the difference between one

group of actions called justice In one culture and

another group of actions called Justice or its trans-

lated equivalent in another culture. There is one

realm of words that satisfies the simplicity as well

as the other two criteria. These words constitute

the aguage of experience.

LV . THE LANGUAGE OF EXPERIENCE
AND THE STRUCRE OF, ITS _REFERENCE.

By language of experience we mean the words

and morphemes that refer to the most elementary form

of experience such as the sensation of temperature,

of humidity, or of light. Nothing can be more apropos

to the Cassirer-Whorf thesis than to study the

language of experience and its relationship to cog-
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nitive processes. The study of language behavior

elicited directly or indirectly by specific and easily

described stimuli will enable us to discover whether

there is any transfer of learning from aoquired

language behavior to non-linguistic behavior.

It should not be difficult to see how the

language of experience satisfies the three criteria

for the selection of data. The world over man is

equipped with the same sensorium. He may not always

make the same use of it but the sensory mechanisms

are there and the basic sensory stimuli are availa-

ble to him everywhere. It is a fairly safe guess

that it is possible to refer to elementary sensations

in virtually every language, end it is quite imma-

terial to this claim whether languages differ in

their linguistic treatment of the referents, Nor

does it matter here whether some languages have so-

called "abstract" or universal terms such as our

word green or whether they have, instead, one word

that refers to the green color of plants and another

that is used only for green paints or green objects.

In either case there is a language of experience

with oornon roor:.ts and thuo the requirect.:t o

universality is met. As tolhe criterion of varia-

bility, the lenguage of experience promises to be

rather interesting, if we may judge by the ample
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literature on the subject.

The criterion of simplicity of the referent is

much more easy to satisfy in the case of the language

of experience than for most other words with deter-

minable referents. This is due to the fact that the

stimuli of sense perception can in most cases be

ordered in systematic ways and the orderig systems

provide frames for description. For instance, we

can order thermal stimuli on a single dimension of

intensity such that any thermal stimulus has one

and only one place within the continuum. The same

thing is true of gustatory, auditory, and many other

types of stimulation except that more than one dimen-

sion is frequently necessary for exhaustive ordering.

It is ?ossible to obtain stimuli that differ from

one another in only one perceptual quElity, e.g.

identical iron bars heated to different temperatures,

samples of water of different degrees of sweetness,

a pure tone in various intensities, etc. Thus des-

cription of the referents or renge of referents of

. the words bot, sweet,_loud can sometimes be accom-

plished with a single parameter and very often with

as few as two or three.

Turning now to the structure of the reference

of the language of experience, we must be allowed

to dwell for a minute on what may seem to be very
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obvious points. Suppose we have an apparatus by

means of which we can produce stimuli that differ

from each other in only one respect, say a series

of white light patches of varying intensity. We

show these patches to the speakers of a given language,

say English, and then ask them to give a name to

every shade of light. In the course of the experi-

ment, we may have flashed in random order a hundred

different shades on a screen. Yet the verbal response

will consist of not more than four terms; white,

light gray, gray, dark gray. (There may be an oc-

casional attempt to characterize the grays still

further,,e.g., smoke gray or Oxford gray, but such

qualifiers are certain to occur irregularly and with

very little inter-personal consistency so that we

cannot accept them as standard English usage.) From

this it is apparent that a verbal response is not

given to just one stimulus but to a group of similar

but not identical stimuli. In learning a language,

the child is taught not only how to respond to a

given stimulus but also how to generalize the response.

He learns that a number of different stimuli con-

stitute one group, and it is not always easy for him

to discover the precise location of the boundaries

of the group.

After having asked a sufficient number of Eng-
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lish speakers what name they would give to the vari-

ous shades, we can determine where the boundaries

of the English response classes are in the intensity

continuum. Thus we learn- how English g,.a&ps .etheaa

various kinds of light stimuli. If this procedure

is repeated with speekers of some other language,

the two kinds of grouping arrangements can be com-

pared and we may thus ascertain whether there is a

difference between them.- Should we find that a dif-

ference exists--and the odds are in favor of it--we

have observed what has been called a code phenomenon.

A code phenomenon is a characteristic feature of a

specific language--a piece of linguistic behavior

which is essential for efficient communication via

language. It is distinct from a message phenomenon

by which is meant the subject matter a communicator

chooses to speak about.

This type of investigation only shows that in

a given language a certain range of stimuli Is dealt

with in such-and-such a way. It must still be deter-

mined whether there is any transfer from the observed

speech behavior to some non-linguistic type of be-

havior such as recognition or retention. This lat-

ter question cannot be answered a priori (as has

frequently been done in the past) but is a matter

to be asaertained empiricelly. Nor should we expect

that there will be one general answer. Speech be-
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havior may affect memory but not perception; or it

may affect problem-solving ability but not other

kinds of leerning. Only empirical and systematic

research, experimental or observational, can Eive

us a clue as to the relationship between language

and cognitive processes.

We have mentioned the comparison of "grouping

arrangement," i.e., comparison of the ways in which

an identical response is given to a group of different

stimuli. How can one make such a comparison? Sup-

pose a set of stimuli were arranged in terms of a

uni-dimensional continuum. In one language the oon-

tinuum is out at a given point into two groups. In

Portuguese, Xor example, the temperature continuum

is out into quehte and frio (intermediary words such

as tepido or caldo are rarely used in colloquial

speech). Any stimulus above the cut elicits word A

Fig.1I

(say quente), and any one below it word B (frio).

Another language, for instance ERlish, makes two

cuts through the same continuum so that three groups

result (hot, warm, and cold), esch containing stimuli

eliciting words a, b, and c, respectively. If speech

behavior were so simple as to provide one or more

clear cuts through a continuum, constituting easily

detectable response thresholds, the comparison of
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stimulus groups would be very easy. The groups

could differ from one another in only two ways: They

could differ in.range (one comprising more just-

noticeably-different stimuli than the other) and

they could differ in absolute location within the

continuum. These two parameters would be in funo-

tional dependence ( & variation on one parameter is

concomitant with a variation on the other) so that

the comparison could be accomplished by simply sta-

ting, in physical terms, the position on the continuum

of all the cuts involved. Unfortunately, language

does not work this way. Instead of making precise

cuts and providing sharply defined.groups, the boun-

daries between groups tend to be rather fuzzy. In

very many areas of discourse (even within the language

of sensory experience) the entire grouping sttucture

is in a state of flux. According to the wider con-

texts within which sense-terms occur, there may be

greeter or less flexibility of where to draw the

line between two groups. Take for instance the words

.nud and soft. A certain noise may be called soft

if we speak about airplanes, but loud in the context

of automobiles. Contrast this with the use of the

word yellow which is tuch more stable. Verbal or

situational contexts have relatively little influence

on the usage ofht4eee words. The degree of fuzziness
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or flexibility appears to be a significant code

phenomenon that deserves to be taken into considera-

tion when compa-ing grouping arrangement.

(Fig. L) .

Figure .- is a more realistic representation of

how a lenguage might deal with a linear stimulus

continuum. It can be seen that the complete des-

cription of the stimulus group to which a given word

is applied, requires more parameters than the two

mentioned before. Besides width and absolute posi-

tion, the probability gradient (the particular shape of

the curves) and the symmetry of the groups, as well

as that of the transition areas, are further and

distinct parameters. The probability gradient can,

at least theoretically, vary in so many ways that

a number of "sub-parameters" may be required or de-

sirable. Further complications in the description

of the groups are introduced by the fact that the

stimuli impinging upon our senses can only rarely

be arranged in terms of a uni-dimensional continuum;

two-, three-, or more-dimensional continua are much

more common.

The choice of any parameter is,, of course, always

arbitrary, the criterion for the choice being con-

venience. At this point we cannot lay down hard and

fast rules on which parameters are to be used. This
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is something that will have to be worked out by

trial and error and in conformity with the aims of

the research. As a general directive, it may be said

that before the actual des.riptive work begins, the

investigator must study first the nature of the

stimulus continuum, and second, the most likely

properties that a stimulus group within that con-

tinuum might have. From a realization of these

properties descriptive parameters may be derived,

bearing in mind, of course, that some of these para-

meters may prove irrelevant to the research aim, as

well as the possibility that unexpected properties

may emerge from the research itself reiuiring again

the development of other appropriate parameters.

Whatever-appears as abstruse in these theo-

retical considerations will be clarified, we hope,

by a ao-plete demonstretion of our approach, using

color terminology for an illustration. The pedantic

presentetion in terms of "steps," was adopted simply

for the sake of clarity.

V DEMONSTRATION: COLOR TERMINOLOGY

The study of minute details such is vocated

here is anathema in some schools of anthropological

thought. As Redfield has pointed out:
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"In places the invention and teaching of special.
procedures have gone ahead of the possibility of find-
ing out anything very significant with their aid.
It is certainly desirable to be precise, but it is
quite as Ieedful to be precise about something worth
knowing."

Among the greatest achievements of modern Anthro-

pology is the trend towards the study of functional

relationships, connections, structures rather than

isolated facts, and the arguments that have been

leveled against "etomistic" methods in ethnology

are certainly sound. On the other hand, we must

not forget that it is quite possible to see conneo-

tions where there are none; to deal with "structured

wholes" that are the product of a flourishing imagi-

nation. A sound theory can be erected only on the

groinds of reliable data. In the social sciences

it is not always easy to gather data that can lay

claim to objectivity, a problem which appears to be

particularly acute in the kind of research we are

concerned with here. The exclusive purpose of this

section is to make explicit the procedures by which

we gather data. Obviously, the data themselves "prove"

nothing. They are generated so as to have some hard

facts which can give rise to a verifiable hypothesis.

We agree that on the theory-forming level we must

detach ourselves from the immediately given, and

rise to a level of abstraction that permits us to

survey synoptically the individual facts. But we
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insist that this phase must be preceded by one in

which these fa3ts are established objectively and

in complete disregard of the particular theses that

we should like to see proven.

Step I. Study of the Discriminanda

Our knowledge of a given language will usually

determine which kind of sense-perception terminology

we wish to study. We may be struck by a peculiar

vocabulary in the erea of smells, of touch, or depth-

perception. Whatever our choice is, it is essential

that we familiarize ourselves with the most important

psycho-physical variables of the stimulus- material.9

A word of warning is in place here. One of the

layman's most common misconceptions is that he assumes

a linear relationship between physical variation of

the stimulus and psychological variation in percep-

tion. There is, however, no such linear relationship.

A tempnerature differential of 100 Centigrade is not

always perceived as the same differential. The dif-

ference between two objects, one -300 C. and the

other -20 C., may, under certain conditions, seem

smaller than the difference between two objects, one

of which is 370 and the other'470. It is imortant

to distinguish between physical and psychological

descriptions of stimuli. In physidal description

we messure the stimulus, and describe its variation
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in terms of some physicelly constant measuring unit,

and disregard our body's ability to ?erceive directly

the variation measured. In psychological description

the measuring unit is also constant, in a sense, but

its constancy is of a perceptual nature. A scale

made up of such units tells us how differently we

perceive two stimuli but it tells us nothing of the

physical nature of the varietion. The problem of

psycho-physics is to find the rules by which a psycho-

logical varieble mey be translsted into a physical

variable. Such transformation rules have been worked

out in the fields of vision and heering, but much

still needs to be done relative to other sensory pro-

cesses. For our research it is essential to have

at our disposal psychological scales by means of

which we may measure and describe a stimulus in

terms of its perceptual qualities. Furthermore, we

must be able to obtain series of peroeptually equi-

distant stimuli along such scales and the stimuli

must at the same time be describeble in physical

terms. The procedure is illustrated by the followw-

ing considerations about color.

If we were given e greet number of color samples

and asked to arrange them in a systematic fashion,

we would soon discover that it is not possible to

order all of them in terms of a single criterion.
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For instance, the spectral order would leave us with

a great number of colors such as black, white, gray,

and all sorts of pastel colors which would appear

to have no place in a series composed of the colors

of the rainbow. With a little further concentration

on this ordering game, we will discover that the

necessary number of criteria for assigning every

single color (chromatic and achromatic) a logical

place in a system or catalog is three (provided the

surface or conditions of reflectance are held con-

stant for all colors)." These criteria oorresond

to the three perceptual attributes of color; hue,

saturation, and brightness in the terminology of the

Optical Society of America (OSA). An objective

definition of these attributes is difficult inasmuch

as they are phenomenal variables thet have no per-

feet cor-espondence with one single physicpl property
10

of the stimulus.

Nonetheless, these attributes are a psychological

reality which can be studied without Setting caught

in the traps of interpersonal relativity. The only

requirement is that scales be developed which are,

ceteris paribus, invariable for one group of obser-

vers,. say, the English speaking adult population of

the United States not eideeding the age of 50. That

is to say, we must be able, as in fa.t we are, to
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calibrate these three dimensions in what appear to

be perceptually uniform steps for any observer within

the defined population.

The traditional and most convenient way of com-

bining the three pereeptual dimensions of color into

a coordinate system is a cylindrical continuum.

(Fig. 3)

In this continuum, hue varies with angular distance

or position around the vertical axis; brightness

varies with heiEht or position alonE the vertical

axis; and saturation varies with centrality or dis-

tance from the verti.al axis. The locus of achro-

matic colors is the axis itself whereas all other

positions specify chromatic colors. Thus every con-

ceivable color has a distinct place in this continuum,

which is technicelly known as the psychological

color solid or color space. Nickerson and Newhall11

point out that an ideally constructed color solid

would have the following properties:

The dimensional scales would be calibrated
in perceptually uniform steps; the units
of the several scales would be equated;
the surface of.the solid would represent
all colors of maximum saturetion; the
volume would be representative of all colors
which are perceptibly different...

The same authors have actually constructed a

three-dimensional model of the psychological color

solid.
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(Fig. 4)

The irregular shape is due to the fact that the sensi-

tivity of our eye varies with brightness and hue.

The model shows that at a higher level of brightness

we can discriminate fewer steps of saturation than

at a medium level.

Thanks to the meticulous research of various

specialized committees of the Optical Society of

America, the construction of scales has now been ac-

complished by means of which it is possible to spe-

cify for any color its perceptual properties in terms

of the three dimensions. At the same time, there

are convenient and simple ways of converting the

perceptual specificetions into colorimetric data,

thus equeting perceptual to at least one type of

physically determinable properties of color;12

Since we are proposing to use the three percep-

tual dimensions as a metalanguage in terms of which

we could describe the referent of any color term,

we might peuse to ask in how far the coordinate system

arising from the use of these dimensions might it-

self be culture bound. There are clearly two ques-

tions involved; the first is whether the dimensions

hue, brightness, and saturstion are universslly ap-

plicable; and the second is whether the calibration

of these dimensions is reliable. For the time being,
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we may leave the first question unanswered, realiz-

ing, of course, that there is nothing "natural, logical,

or necessary" in these dimensions. For our purposes

these are convenient messuring sticks that enable

us to describe cross-ciultural similarities or dif-

ferences.

The question of reliable calibrations is of

greater interest. Ethnographic data on the percep-

tual abilities of oeoples in verious cultures refer,

;iithout oxce)tion, as far as we know, to learned

skills. Reports on highly sharened discrimination

of sounds, colors, or sizes abound, yet no trust-

worthy source seems to have asserted in recent times

that there are actual differences in biological po-

tentialities within the human species. It is now

usually assumed that the healthy offspring of any

parents could be placed in any culturEl environment

and thereby acquire Pll the cultural traits that are

typical of the members of thEt culture. In order

to measure the ?erceptual skills fostered by a par-

tiouler culture, we need some kind of a standard.

One way of obtaining such a stendard would be to

take a representative sample of adult Anglo-American

subjects and determine their perceptual differential

thresholds. In appropriate field work we can then

ascertain how much other peoples' performance differs

from that of our reference group. Slightly more



interesting results can be obtained if we do not

only have one reference group consisting of "naive"

subjects, but investigate at the same time how much

we can improve the discriminatory ability by inten-

sive discrimination training. We might; for instance,

work with one reference group consisting of "naive"

Americans and one consisting of "trained Americans,"

and compere these with equivelent groups from dif-

ferent cultures. It is interesting to note that the

perceptuel spacing of the Munsell colors was obtained

by using a highly trained group of lubjects.

Step II. Theoretically possible properties of
stimulus groups, given the nature of the continuum.

We must now ask ourselves what would a group

of stimuli that are capable of eliciting identical

verbal responses look like? How could such groups

(henceforth simly referred to as categories) dif-

fer from one another? In what terms shall the com-

parison of categories take Place? A number of des-

criptive parameters will have to be singled out,

and the choice of such parameters will largely be

guided by the nature of the stimulus continuum.

In our illustration with color, we have seen

that the continuum is three-dimensional. It is esti-

mated thet the color solid, i.e., the continuum,

contains several million elemental, discriminable

units13 whereas no color terminology is known to
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exceed the order of masnitude of a coule of thou-

sand- words. Clearly, grouping of discriminable stim-

uli takes place and the resulting groups are three-

dimensional, i.e*, the stimuli vary and -can be des-

cribed in terms of three attributes. In practice

this is even true of the categories defined by our

terms bla.k, gray, white, although in this case the

attribute hue is reduced to minimum variation.

(Visualize this by letting red, blue, or green fade

out. There comes a point where the colors are so

extremely pale that one would ordinarily call them

.gray, although when these three grays are put next

to each other, one might distinctly see thet one is

slightly reddish, one bluish, and one greenish.)

If three-dimensionclity is a property of color cate-

gories, what are the ways in which these cetegories

can differ, what are the parameters we should use?

Here is a tentative list. Peremeters 1 through 4

describe the categories by themselves.

1. Size of Cetegory: A color word may be re-

served for a very limited number of stimuli (such

as the word orenpe) or it may coier a great variety

of stimuli (such as the word green). Thus, a cate-

gory may occupy large or small volumes of space with-

in the continuum.

2. Focus: If we study a little closer the
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stimuli in a eategory, it appears that some of them

are more likely to -elicit a given verbal response

than others. We can think, for instance, of a color

that is more typically yellow than another one, yet

both will be called in ordinary parlance "yellow."

We shall use the term focus for that cluster of

stimuli which has an e7tremely high probability of

eliciting one distinct verbal, resonse. Three sub-

parameters are now needed to describe the focus and

the relation to the entire category of stimuli which

is referred to by the same term.

2a. Size of Focus: ObviotUsly, the size of

the cluster of stimuli that meet the prescribed re-

quirement might turn out to be an interesting variable.

2b. Centrality of Focus: The focus may or may

not be located in the center of the category. For

instance, the focus of the category corresonding

to the English term ]Qu, is located near the peri-

phery of its category, a fact Which has been deter-

mined empirically.

2c. Stability of Focus: If there is no agree-

ment between inf ormant s .4hare in the color,. spaoe the

most typicl representative of a given category is

located, then there would be no stimulus with a high

probability of eliciting one and only one verbal

response from the speech community at large, and con-
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sequently there would be no cluster of stimuli which

would meet our definition of focus. Nor would we

speak in this case of "stability," for stability is

a function of inter-individual agreement. Note,

however, that there are two distinct types of such

agreement: First, informants may agree on the abso-

lute location of the focus in the color space but

they may disagree in the position of the enveloping

category. The category for the English blue is again

an examle of'this. Subjects were foid to agree

which of a number of color semples is the mdst typical

blue, yet there was little aereement on which colors

constitute borderline cases, i.e., neither blue nor

green. Second, subjects mey with great regularity

consider the topological center of the category as

the focus without, however, being perfectly agreed

on the lo-atioi of the whole category within the

color-space. There is no example for this possibi-

lity in English.

3. Homogeneity within Catepory: This is the

ratio of the size of the focus to the size of the

category. A number of sub-variables might be devel-

o?ed from the notion of homogeneity of which we give

only one example:

3a. Symmetry of Probsbility Gradients within
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Category: The probability referred to here is that

of a given stimulus to elicit a given response. One

kind of asymmetry results from a decentralized focus.

The reader may easily visuslize other types of asym-

metry.

4. Width of the Transition Area between Two

Categories: The point at which a ostegory ends and

a transition area begins is, of course, arbitrary.

In fbct, the usefulness of the very notion of a trans-

ition area depends upon the conditions encountered

in further research of this kin. If we find oc-

casionally a very fuzzy sort of categorization (so

that there are extraordinarily large numbers of bor-

derline cases) this notion may prove quite useful..

The following two parameters describe the color

spae as a whole, rather than the individual cate-

gories.

5. Cetegory Density in the Color -space: Obviously,

the color space may be divided up into a few gross

regions or into a great number of smell ones. The

more categories are crowded into the continuum, the

denser we shall say it is.

6. Cetegory Distribution throughout the Color

Space: A number of small and sharply defined cate-

gories may be crowded into one area of the continuum,
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whereas in another part of the space there are only

a few large and fuzzy categories. This is precisely

the case with the English way of sub-dividing the

color space. Pink, red, orange, brown, and yellow

are tightly pa3ked into about one-third of the color

space; green, blue, and purple occupy the remainder.

These paremeters describe the most obvious ways

in which the referents of color terms may vary.

The investigator who intends going into the field

will, of course, consider also other variables, e.g.,

variables of codifiation. Examples would be the

comparison of the relative frequency of occurrence

of color terms or the phonologi-al or morphological

structure of that word class. Elaboration of this

point behooves the linguist'rather than the anthro-

pologist or psychologist.

Step III. Preparation of appropriate test materials.

In Step I we examined how stimuli can be graded

on a per^eptual scale. In Step II we examined the

theoretically ?ossible ways in which stimuli might

be grouped together. If we wish to describe the

ways in which they are actually groiped by the speakers

of any language, then our next step is to prepare

a representative sample of all possible stimuli so

that we may investigate how various languages deal



with them. We must be certain that our sample of

stimuli is adequate in size and that the selection

of material is not biased by our own cultural frame

of reference. Reverting to the field of colors we

need a rather large sample to represent the color

space satisfactorily. If we did our research with

a small collection of two or three dozen colors, our

research may be seriously distorted unless some spe-

cial preceutions are taken. Man can discriminate

well over a million colors under ideal conditions

if our counting criterion is that the subject must

be 50% certain that two shades are different from

one another (this is the standard measure). With.

greater exigency on his discriminatory obility (say,

the subject must be 100 certain that two shades are

different from one another) and under less favorable

testing conditions, one een still distinguish over

a thousand different colors. For simplicity's sake,

let us conservatively -assume that the size of, the

universe which we want to sample is one thousand.

Most color terminologies as found in natural languages

(i.e., excluding specialized discourse, ad hoc names

such as the color of a peacock feather, or descrip-

tive phrases achieved by the use of modifiers or com-

binations -of basic terms) do not exceed ten terms
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or so. If we further assume now that each term re-

fers to a category with a focus consisting of a

cluster of four stimuli (distinguishable colors),

then altogether we have only forty stimuli in our

universe which are typioel representatives of the

existing color-categories. Now, if we semple 25

instances of this universe we cannot expect by the

laws of probebility to draw more than one single

focus color. If we draw a sample of one hundred,

we cannot expect to have more than four focus colors

in our sample if blind chance were operating. In

actual fact, blind chance is not operating in this

procedure, but the cards are stacked against us, be-

cause the forty focus colors are not distributed

randomly over the universe. First of all, they are

clustered in the foci; second, the foci themselves

are far from being distributed evenly throughout

the color space. Under these circumstances, none

of the assumptions underlying rendom sampling methods

can be made. The situation is still worsened if we

go into the field with a collection of some 30 odd

colors which, insteed of having been drawn randomly,

have been sele.ted for appeering to the investigator

as "clear and definite" colors. In this case we

may be pretty sure that the collection includes at

least all of the foci of the investigator's own color
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categories and that he has thus biased the sample

to begin with.

An eccurate picture of how the color space is

categorized by a given language cannot be obtained

without the initial use of a color collection of at

least 500 perceptually equidistant colors. In

other words, it will be necessary to cover the en-

tire color space in such a way that aproximately

every other absolutely identifiable color is repre-

sented.- There are several such collections available

commercially. The oldest one is Ridgway's Color

Dictionarye containing 1,113 painted color samples.

Unfortunately, no spectrophotometric analysis has

been made so far of these colors so that their speci-

fication in psychophysical terms is inaccurate.

The cerman scientist, W. Ostwald, has published a

Parbenatlas of which there are several editions,15

the earliest of which contains over 2,000 color sam-

ples. For this collection various colorimetric meas-

urements are available, but the publications are

not easily ac essible to the American scholar.l6

Also the coordinate system used by Ostwald is slightly

different from the cylindrical one discussed earlier

which is the one best known in this country. A

very popular and not very expensive work is the
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Dictionary of Color by Maerz and Paul. 17 It eon-

tains over 7,000 different colors arranged in con-

venient charts. The greetest drawback of this book

is that the color samples are printed and not hand

painted and that no colorimetrio data are available

for them.

By far the most desirable color collection is

that produced by the Munsell Color Company,18 a re-

search foundation devoted to the standardization

and specification of color.19  These colors have been

subjected to psychological, psychophysical, and colori-

metric analyses so that we can easily inform our-

selves about any of the most important properties

of our test material. The foundation sells any num-

ber of color samples either individually or in the

form of charts or atlases. All samples are hand

pEinted and the charts are arranged so as to repre-

sent horizontal or vertical sections through the

cylindrical coordinate system mentioned.

(Fig. 5)

There are also charts available that show the

"outside" of the color solid, i.e., all hues through

all levels of briehtness at their highest degree

of saturetion. The perceptual attributes hue, brightness,

and saturation are called in the Munsell System hue,
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value, and chroma. The system provides for a hundred-

step hue scale, ten levels of brightness, and 20

degrees of saturation. Over a thousand color samples

are carried in stock but the foundation willingly

produces any color "between" the stocked notations

upon request. Thus the collection provides us with

an ideal instrument for the exploration of color

terminologies.

St Field Work

In this phase of the work we oen no longer

generalize the method to apply to any research on

the language of experience, Field techniques have

to be worked out in accordance with the particular

problems posed by the individual project. We begin
in

our work by making up a list of color wordsN the

language. Without confronting our informants with

any color material whatever, we compile as complete

a list as possible of all color terms and qualifiers

they use. If~ we work in a literate-sooiety, we can

substitute written documents or dictionaries for

informEnts. In an illiterate society we ask a num-

ber of individuals to recite all the color words they

can remember. Occasionally we may find that in

this compilation the terminology seems to take on

staggering proportions. If all of our informants
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appear to be equally familiar with every item on

the list we must assume that the actually spoken

language comprises a very complex color terminology

indeed. In most oases, however, it will become evi-

dent at once that only a tiny fraction of these

long and impressive lists constitute common ooin in

the lenguage. The vast majority of words will have

no sharply defined meaning to the population at

large. Work with the informants continues until

we are sure that we have a list of color terms that

includes all those words which are familiar to the

majority of the speakers.

Next we show our color charts to informants

(preferably a fresh group of people), but instead

of pointing to one or the other color and asking
ao

whatyou call this or that and thereby predetermining

the sub-division of the color solid, we take item

by item from our terminological comilation and ask

the informants to point out which of the color chips

might be celled " ." Each informant records

his own answers in the following way. Clear acetate

sheets are plazed over the color charts and with a

soft china-matker the informant draws a map on that

sheet so as to include all of the color chips which

are subsumed under one name catery. The informant
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is also asked to mark with an X the one color chip

which to him seems to be the most typical case of

the color in question. Before removing the acetate

sheets the field worker writes on them the number

of the color chart, the names of the color categories
20

outlined, and the informant's name.

In this phase of the work at least five inform-

ants should be used so that we may study the fluctu-

ations in the location and size of the maps and their

respective foci (marked by the X's) resulting from

interpersonal differences. From this type of data

we will be able to make measurements on the six para-

meters outlined above. In what terms the measure-

ments are made and how such notions as focus, cate-

gory border, or transition area are defined are

again matters of convenience. In a study conducted

by Brown and Lenneberg,21 it appeared that one of

the most interesting aspe'ts of color terminologies,

and probebly of the language of experience at large,

is a variable termed codability. This is a measure

of the efficiency with which a color or other sen-

sory exeriences may be transmitted in a given

language code. If a given color stimulus has a word

reserved for it alone and if that word and its ref-

erent are well known to everyone who speaks that

language, then the linguistically encoded color
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experience can be decoded with great efficiency by

anyone who knows the code; we may be fairly certain

in this case thet the decoder can refer back to ex-

actly the same color to which the encoder had re-

ferred originally. On the other hand, if a color

has no universelly'accepted name or if there is no

good agreement on what color is meant by a eiven

term, then the "nameless" color oennot be transmitted

over the code nor en the sending of the meaningless

term result in proper decodification.

Some inference as to codability may, of course,

be made from the maping data. However, it uay be

desirable to gather more accurate data for the com-

putation of codability than is possible from the

maps alone. The following procedure is recommended

for this.

From the maps we choose those colors which

appear to-be the center of the foci. To the number

of focal colors we add again approximately the same

number of colors, choosing them so as to give us an

even distribution of colors throughout the color

space. All colors are then mounted on oerds and

22
the method indicated by Ray is followed except

that we suggest that before each informant names

individual colors, he be shown the extent of the



entire sample of colors to be named. This is essen-

tial because in many languages various degrees of

precision in naming are possible. In a contet

where only three colors have to be distinguished,

we might call something red which in another context

would be called dusty rose or pale 2urplish red.

The entire 3olor set must be presented to at least

10 informants because what primarily interests us

in this phase is the degree of unanimity with which

a color is named.

VI. A SAMPLE PEPORT: ENGLISH AND ZUNI COLOR TERMS.

The date are derived from the testing of 24

English-speaking and 12 Zuni subjects. For the

exoludin: anyone who was found to be color blind

(determined through testing with Pseudo-Isochromatio

Plates), who had had unusual training in discrimin-

ating colors, who was not a native speaker of English,

who had lived abroad for any length of time, or who

had received more than a few years of instruation

in a foreign language.

The Zuni speakers were elso tested for color

blindness and their language backgrounds were escer-
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tained and recorded individually. Although Zuni

was the primary language of each subject and the

language regulerly used at home and in deily life,

the sample included only four monolingual Indiana,

the remaining eight possessing varying degrees of

proficiency and education .in Snglish. Each subject,

however, regularly lived in the pueblo of Zuni and

fully participated in modern Zuni .culture. This

culture is sufficiently different from that of the

college group to warrant a brief ethnographio dis-

cussion.

The Zuni -tribe occupies a reservation in west-

ern-New Mexico. In 1953, when the research was

conducted, the tribe had a population of approximately

3,100. In winter nearly the entire tribe, with the

exception of a small number living in outlying farm-

ing villages and of an ever-increesing number living

off the reservation, is concentrated in the single

pueblo of Zuni. In summer the farming villages and

outlying houses are occupied, but even then, ties

with the central ?ueblo are very close. Zuni, then,

is essentially a single, small, and closely knit

community.

Zuni culture has been well described in the

literature, and summeries appear in a number of
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of sources?3 A good summary of modern Zuni culture

will soon apeer in a study entitled People of the

Middle Place, by Dorothea Leighton and John Adair.

Suffice it to state here thet theZunis are a western

Pueblo group. They formerly derived their subsis-

tence from agriculture, hunting, and collecting,

but today various other activities are economically

important: Stock raising, craft work, wege labor,

etc. Their social structure is dominated by a com-

plex system of religiois grous, and religion has

traditionally been the chief concern of the Zunis.

This intricete religious organization is still ex-

traordinarily important today. Other features of

their culture need not be mentioned here.

Although the Zunis share many cultural traits

with other pueblo tribes, they are linguistically

distinct. The data on the Zuni language have been

reviewed by Newman:

Zuni. The grammar of Bunzel 2 4  d the
phonemic presentation by Newman comprise
the descriptive treatments of Zuni. .Al-
though Bunzel refers to age and sex "dia-
lects," no geogrehically defined dialects
have been reported among the villages
around Zuni pueblo.

Zuni remains without any proved linguistic
affiliations...The inclusion of Zuni in
the Aztec-Tanoen stock is based on a sug-
gestion unsupported by evidence. If one
may judge from the negative results of the
search for Zuni linguistic relationships,
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beginning with Turner's attempt in 1856 26to compare Zuni and Keresen vocabularies,
this is a languege without any close af-
filiates. In so far as Zuni is to be
linked to remote linguistic relstives,
better descriptive materials, both in qual-
ity and qup-ntity, will be needod to provide
the basic data for sucossful comgPLet ige
results

It is worthy of note that Newman is currently con-

ducting research in Zuni linguistics and that there

is hope for more information in the near future.

Conditions of field work in Zuni also deserve

comment. Although the large ethnographio literature

would seem to belie the statement, field research

in Zuni has never been easy. Zgni resistance to

investigation is well documented in the literature.28

Hostility and non-cooperativeness can teke many forms,

but a common rationalizetion for hoctility in Zoni

is thrt the investigator is attempting to buy or

steel religious secrets to the detriment of the en-

tire tribe. Field work was very difficult immediately

after &orld 'W'ar II, but by 1953 the situation seemed

to have e:sed, at least temporarily.

In any event rapport was no particular problem

in this study since most.of the subjects had long

been known to the investigator, who had been con-

duating field work intermittently in Zuni since 1949.

The subjects were selected from individuals found

in a small grou? net which in turn had been chosen
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as a universe of study in connection with other re-

search. tespite the fact that most of the subjects

were friends, many were apprehensive and somewhat

reluctant to perticipate in an unfamiliar test situ-

ation with puzzling materials. Petient hours of

preliminary work and preparation were needed to al-

lay these fears. An attempt was made to give the

test in conditions of privacy, but in view of other

members of the households so that all could see that

there was no attempt made to deal with religious

matters. Complete privacy would have been more sus-

picious save under conditions of absolute saearecy.

An interpreter, of course, was always present, al-

though he was not always needed. It can be reported,

however, that all went well and that no unusual dif-

floulties were encountered in the administration of

the test.

Our first task was to compile a list of color

names elicited without the help of stimulus material.

The. fifty-two names elicited from a small number of

informants are given below. The Zuni terms are writ-

ten in the practiel orthogrephy proposed by Newman29

and with few exceptions, the terms have been checked

by him. In many instances a literal translation of

the expression is given together with the closest

English equivalent. The transletions are those of
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informants. Some of the expressions, of course,

are only plightly variant from one another. The

list is arranged alphabetically, placing the symbol

for the glottal stop "/" at the head of the alphabet.

/a/polyananne sky blue (like the blue sky)

/ahhonna reddish brown (bay)

/ajok/onanne light brown (a light brown
ochre color)

/alasa:ninanne light reddish brown (sorrel)

/amitolanne rainbow colored (like the rainbow)

/aqalhinanne pale blue (like blue paint stones)

/ashena green

/ashena k/ojanna light green (whitish green)

/ashena g/inna dark Ereen

/ateyananne bright yellow (like a squash
blossom)

/awishonanne forest green (moss green)

/itopenahnanne mixed colors ("all pretty colors
put together")

/olenshinanne orange (like the orange)

/o:lonanne gold (like gold)

/oneya: muponne dark yellow (like a bumble bee)

/oneyanne light yellow (like corn pollen)

/owelu ja/lenanne greenish yellow (like a cattail
plant)

/ushshahmananne dark grey (like mold)

jek/oja:wananne silver (like silver)

Jekk/achonanne pink (like pink clay)
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je : lhupziqananne

k/e:q/ina,

k/ojenna

k/uchunanne

lhaya: luk/onanne

lhi//anna

lhi//anna q/inna

lhi//aananne

lhi/k/onanne

lhupz/inna

lokk/ana

ma:lhayaluk/onanne

mo:shiq/uteyananne

ne/samunne

noje/lenanne

pintupa

q/i/niqa

q/inna

shakk/ana

shikamunne

shilowa

shilow? /oneyanne

shilowa g/inna,

shukkutuliyanne

yellow (like yellow ochre)

purple (corn stalk purple)

white

mixed color ("like corn with
mixed colors--black, white and
gray")

light green blue (like a blue
bird)

blue

dark blue (blackish blue)

turquoise blue (like turquoise)

smoky (brown grey)

yellow

grey

purple blue (like a blue bird)--
different bird from above.

light pink (like a peach blossom)

dark grey (like a mean deer)

lavender (like boiled beans)

spotted (pinto)

grey-bleck (bleck corn color)

black

wine (red oeder wood color)

maroon (like a cactus blossom)

red

light red (a light yellow red)

dark red (blackish red)

roan (like a bull snake)
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sossona

sumapponanne

brown

(grey mixed with black and white
.like a cottontail rabbit's fur)

tonazo/ikna greenish blue (like a ?eacook
lhi//anna feether)

yuk/ohatinan light yellow (almost white yellow)
lhupz/inna

yulhi//atina light blue (almost blue)

yulokk/atina light blue (ashes color)

yuq/itinanne bleckish grey (like almost blak)

yushilowatinanne pink (like almost red)

This list, together with subsidiary information,

enabled us to administer the mapping test described

in Step IV above. -In order to simplify'our procedure

we selected our stimulus colors in such a way as to

hold one of the three perceptual color attributes,

'saturation (or in Muntsell terminology: chroma), con-

stant. Thus the variation between Zuni and English

color terminology reported here concerns only two

dimensions in the color spce. .There may be further

variations in the third dimensions which were not

investigated.

The general nature of our findings is presented

in the graphs on 1 igure 6.

(Fig. 6)

The descrition of the two color terminologies (English

and 5unim) in terms of tie parameters 1 through U des-

6 f
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cribed in Step IV above can easily be deduced from

the graphs. Although the 8raphs furbish only bright-

ness (i.e., value in Munsell terms) and hue speci-

fications for any square, the full M14pse1l notation

may be obtained by adding always the highest satura-

tion (Munsell's chrnma) availatble in the standard

Munsell Collection

The shading in the graphs represents the pro-

bability that informants will call a given color by

the specific name most generally used for it; the

darker the shading, the higher the probability.

The same data may be presented in another way.

The relationship between brightness, hue and naming-

probebility could be graphed as in Figure 7. This

three-dimensional graph would give us the contours

like those of mountains where the height of the

mountain indicates the probability of naming,

(Fig. 7)

the mountain as a whole being the name oategory.

Verticel sections (profiles) through such mountains

would give us curves approximating those shown in

Figure 2 ebove which represents the probability gra-

dient& for given cstegories.

Returning to Figure 6, let us see how these

graphs were arrived at. The location of the foci

0 1
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were determined first by the mapping technique, and

second they were checked by the procedure which we

used to determine codebility. In this latter method

the subject is shown colors which he has to neme.

e count here how often a color is given an identical

name by the various subjects. Due to this pro3edure

the English sategories green and blue each hEve two

peaks or foci. Specific colors were consistently

called by a "great majority of subjects green, ljgh,

green, blue, light blue. It is immaterial to our

scoring procedure that some of these names appear

to be comosed of two words. There were only these

two foci that corresponded to names consisting of

two words used consistently together.

Following is a list of one hundred and five color

exressions consisting of the terms given by ten

informants to twenty-four selected stimulus colors.

In some instances an informant used the same expres-

sion for more than one color., and in other instances,

he was unable to give any expression at all. Since

the duplication of expressions is relatively unim-

portant for the present purpose, the number following

each expression is the number -f informants citing

it in this part of the test. The referents of the

most common words are indicated on Figure 6.
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a/poyan /ikna/ lhi//anna

/ajok /ikna/ shilowa

/akattol /uteyan lhi//anna

/aqalhinanne

/ashena

/ashenanne

/ashena k/ojanna

/ashena yuk/ojatinanne

ashena yuq/i' inanne

/ashena q/inna

/ashena zo/ya

/ateyan /ikna/ lhupz/inna

/ist /a:na k/e:q/ina

/olenshi

/olenshinanne

/oneya: muponne

/oneya: zo/ya

/owel ja/l1kna *

(1) sky blue (sky like
blue)

(1)'dark red (red ochre
like red)

(1) purplish blue (tulip
flower blue)

(2) pale blue (like
blue paint stones)

(7) green

(3) green (like green)

(2) light green (whitish
green)

(3) pale green (almost
white green)

(1) dark green (almost
dark Ereen)

(7) dark green (blackish
green)

(2) bright green (pretty
green)

(1) bright yellow (squash
blossom like yellow)

(1) dull purple (some-
what like purple)

(1) orange

(6) orange (like the
orange)

(1) yellow (like a bumble
bee)

(1) light yellow (pretty
corn pollen)

(1)greenish yellow (like
the cattail leaf)

I
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/owelu ja/lenanne

/unaj tennanne lhi//enna

3ekk/achona

Jekk/achona shilowa

3ekk/a.hona zo/ya,

jekk/achona yuk/ojatinanne

3ekk/achona yuq/itinanne

3ekk/aohonanne

je:lhupziqananne

3e:lhupziqananne zo/ya

kok/a:wan jekk/asho

kok /a:wan lhi//anna

kumashakananne

k/e:q/ina

k/e:qj/ina k/ojanna

k/e:q/ina zo/ya.

k/e:q/ina yuk/ojatinanne

k/e:q/inanne

(1) ereenish yellow (like
the cettail plant)

(1) faded blue (it's
faded and it's blue)

(4) pink

(1) reddish ?ink

(2).bright pink (pretty
pink)

(1) light pink (almost
white pink)

(1) dark pinka~imost-
blaok pink)

(1) pink (like ?ink clay)

(1) yellow (like yellow
paint stones)

(1) bright yellow (pretty
like yellow paint stones)

(2) pale pink (the dancer's
clay pink)

(1) light blue green
(the dancer's blue)
(1) reddish brown (like
ochre)

(8) purple (oorn stalk
purple)

(1) light purple (whitish
purple)

(2) brighti rple (pretty
purple)

(2) light purple (almost
white purple)

(1) purple (like corn
stalks)
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lokk/ana

lokk/ena lhi//anna

luwikna/ lokk/ana

luwikna/ lhi//anna

lhi//aqa poch /ikna

lhi//aqananne

lhi//anna

lhi//an/ashena

ihi//an /oshonanne

ihi//anna ko:wi k/ojanna

lhi//enna q/inna

lhi//anna ma:lhaya
luk/onanne

lhi//anna zo/ya

lhi//anna yuk/ojetinanne

lhupz/inna

lhupz/in /ashena

lhupz/in /oneyanne

lhupz/in /owelu ja/l/ikna

lhupz/inna pajayanne

(1) grey

a) bluish grey

(1) ash grey* expression
cited and then-changed.

(1) ash blue

(1) dull turquoise (like
poor turquoise)

(2) turquoise blue.

(5) blue

(1) greenish blue

(1) faded or light blue
(worn out blue)

(1) whitish blue (blue
a little white)

(3) dark blue (blackish
blue)

(1) purplish blue (like
a blue bird)

(4) bright blue (pretty
blue)

(3) whitish blue (alsost
white blue)

(8) yellow

(1) greenish yellow

(2) light yellow (corn
pollen yellow)

(1) Ereenish yellow (cat-
tail leaf yellow).

(1) pale yellow

01 1
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lhupz/inna sossona

lhupz/inna zo/ya

lhupz/inna yuq/itinanne

may/ikna/lhi//anna

me :lheyaluk/o

me: lhayaluk/onenne

milo:/ikna/ lhupz/inna

molhana: /uteyanne

mo:shik /uteyanne

no: je/l/ikna

no: je/lenanne

sossona

sossona q/inna

sossona zo/ya

sossonanne

shakk/ana /oneyanne.

shikqamunne

shilowa

shilowa k/e:q/ina

shilowa k/ojanne

(1) brownish yellow

(1) bright yellow (pretty
yellow)

(3) dark yellow (almost
black yellow)

(1) blue (like a blue Jay)

(1) purple (like a blue
bird)

(3) purple blue (like
a blue bird)

(1) dark yellow (like
baked sweet corn)

(1) bri t yellow (herb
blossom

(1) pink (peach blossom)

(1) pink (like bean paper
breed)

(1) dull pink (like bean
paper breed)

(7) brown

(2) dark brown

(1) rich brown (pretty
brown

(1) brown (roasted color)

(1) dark yellow

(4) maroon (like a cactus
flower)

(8) red

(1) purplish red

(2) rose (whitish red)
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shilowa q/inna

shilowa lokk/ena

shilowa shakk/ana

shilowa zo/ya

shilowa yuk/ojatinanne

shilowa yuq/itinanne

shunep /utteyan /ikna

talhupz /ikna/ lhupz/inna

tosel /ikna/ lhi//anna

z/upiyan /ikna/ lhupz/innea

yujekk/achonanne

yuk/e:qi/itina

yuk/ojatinan shilowa

yuq/itina lhupz/inna

yulokk/atina shilowa

yulokk/atinanne

yulhi//atina

yulhi//atina k/ojanna

(3) dark red (blackish
red)

(1) faded red (Ereyish
red)

(1) dark red

(1) bright red (pretty
red)

(2) whitish red (almost
white red)

, (1) dark red (almost
black red)

(1) purplish- red (like
a cactus blossom)

(1) yellow (like yellow
wood)

(1) dark green (like
a rush blue)

(1) light yellow (banana-
like yellow)

(1) whitish pink (almost
white pink)

(1) dark purple (almost
black purple)

(1) whitish red (almost
white red)

(1) dark yellow (almost
black yellow)

(1) purplish red (almost
grey red)

(1) light grey (almost
grey)

(1) light blue (almost
blue)

(1) whitish blue (almost
blue white)
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yulhi//tina q/inna (1) dark blue (almost
blue bleck)

yulhilretinanne (1) light blue (almost
blue)

yulhupz/itina zo/ya (1) bright, light yellow
(pretty almost yellow)

yulhupz/itina lokk/ana (1) tan (greyish almost
yellow)

yusossonanne (1) light brown (almost
brown)

yusossotina (1) light brown (almost
brown)

yusossotina lhupz/inna (1) yellowish brown
(yellowish almost brown)

yusossotinanne (1) light brbwn (almost .rown)

yushilowa (1) rose (almost red)

yushilowa zo/ya (1) bright pink (pretty
almost red)

yushilowanne (1) pink (almost red)

yushilowatinanne (4) pink (almost red)

The comparison of monolingual Zuni with English

reveals thet most of the color oategories of one

language havean equivalent category in the other

with only one drastic exception: In English e

and orange are very shorply defined, separate cate-

gories whereas in monolingual Zuni, there is only

one category comprising both our orange and y

More interesting is the comparison of the over-all

structure of the entire color spa.e in the two lan-

guages:
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ENGLISH MONOLINGUAL ZUNI

Considerable crowding Fairly even distribution of
of categories in the categories throughout the
left of our grah. color space.

Categories are dif- Degree of homogeneity seems
ferentiated in homo- to be fairly constant for all
geneity, e.g., red oategories
consists entirely of
focus; blue has two
foci, a considerable
area of fair unanim-
ity, a wide 504
transition area.

Categories are differ- Categories are more evenly
entiated by size. sized.

Each :.ateory has Probability profiles do not
characteristic pro- differ much for the categories.
babilitv 3rofiles.

The bilingual .Juni group appears to be in a

state of transition between moa)linguals and instlish.

VII. CONCLUSION

This type of research might prove of interest

to a variety of investigations. We shell give three

examples progressing from the esoteric to the concrete.

Philosophers of language, semanticists and logical

empiricists have postulated the existence of certain

terms in every lenguage which constitute the anchors,

so to speek, to reality. Most words may be defined

contextually, that is, in terms of other words, ex-

31cept these elernent&l terms. Joer~ensen describing

9 1
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Ernst Mach's positivism 32--a work which underlies

an important portion of modern philosophy--writes:

Natural laws should...be formulEted as
functional relations between the ele-
ments, i.e., between sensations such as
green, hot, hard, extended, continuous,
etc. These sensations are not in them-
selves illusory or deceptive, but, on
the contrary, they are all that we know
of reality.

The positivistic and other analytic philosophers

build their logico-linguistic systems out of the

elemental terms whose existence and relationship to

reslity are axiomatic for them. Anthropological

research as outlined here does not verify.the philo-

sophicel system but adds to it in that it describes

further the nature of these axiomatic elements and

differentiates them in terms of their specific re-

lationships to physical stimuli. At the same time

the work may enable us to discover whether such re-

lationship is culturally determined or not.

The next examle concerns resaaroh in communi-

cation. Since the language of experience serves to

moor a potentially self-sufficient, "floatiag" sym-

bolic system to the terra firma of reality, i.e.,

to a rigid freme of reference, we should ask whether

all languages are eiuallv efficient in codifying
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the elemental experiences. If we give two native

speakers of English the task of communicating to

one another their choice of a particular color (e.g.,

by having each look at one of two identical color

charts and restricting their intercommunication to

the use of English color-terminology) we can predict

from the data gathered in our research the proba-

bility of perfect communication for each color chosen,

as well as the efficiency of communication of any

term used during the communication process. We

could compute "coefficients of efficiency" for every

term or a "coefficient of codability" for every

color and these numbers could be compared to similar

ones based on other cultures or languages.

An appliaation of direct psycholoEical interest

was described in detail by Brown and Lenneberg.33

The mapping and naming data were used to make pre-

dictions (fairly successfully) on recognition be-

havior. The hypothesis was thet the more accurately

a color can be named in English, the better its chance

for accurate recognition. Colors whose namability

had been previously ascertained, were briefly pre-

sented to subjects. After a given waiting period

the colors seen had to be identified from a large

collection of other colors. The results fully sup-

$ 1 01 f
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ported the hypothesis. Also the Zuni data were used

for the same purpose and again the results were en-

coureging. Unfortunately the monolingual Zuni sub-

jects consisted entirely of very old people and thus

formed an unsatisfactory sample of the populetion

as a whole; nor was it strictly comparable to the

English-speaking sample, so that statistical evalu-

ation and comparison is difficult'. In one respect

the repetition of the recognition experiment with

Zuni was truly amazing. In English, orange and

yellow are the most sharply defined color categories,

and accordingly, their foci scored highest in recog-

nition by Americans. But monolingual Zuni do not

distinguish between orange and yellow at all. The

entire region is occupied by a single category. It

is interesting that not e single monolingual Zuni

recognized correctly either orange or yellow, thus

bearing out our expectations completely.

A fourth erample could heve been riven in the

area of values. Since the conceptual scheme used

in this approach to values is somewhat unconventional

and would require discussion of several side issues,

it seems more appropriate to treat this subject else-

where. Reference to this research will be made in

one of the forthcoming Values Study publications in

a context where definitions can be given at length

I I , I
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and where pertinent data from other relevant studies

can also be used.

In summary, a close examination of various types

of hypotheses in the area of language and cognition

studies has revealed that one of the major problems

in this field is the comparability of data. It has

been shown that formalization is one way of overcoming

this problem. We have demonstreted how data on

reference can be formelized and how formal character-

istics are amenable to cross-culturel comperison.

The principal phases of the investigation of the

reference function of language are; 1) the psychophysical

description of certain referents; 2) the develop-

ment of paremeters which can describe the relation-

ship between the linguistic symbol and the referent;

3) an empiricEl investigetion on which of these para-

meters (which are conceived a priori) actually pro-

duces data that are signigicant either in revealing

cultural variations or in the characterization of

various kinds of symbol-referent relationships with-

in individuel languages.
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sation by which an observer is aware of dif-

ferent purities of any one dominant wavelength;

brightness, attribute of sensation by which an

observer is aware of differences of luminance.
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/owelu ja/lenanne

/unaj tennanne lhi//enna

3ekk/achona,

jekk/achona shilowa-

jekk/ahona zo/ya

3ekk/achona yuk/ojatinanne

3ekk/achona yuq/it inanne

3ekk/aohonanne

Je:lhupziqananne

je:lhupziqananne zo/ya

kok/a:wan 3ekk/asho

kok /a:wan lhi//enna

kumashakananne

k/e:q/ina

k/e:I/ina k/ojanna

k/e:q/ina zo/ya

k/e:q/ina yuk/oJatinanne

k/e:q/inanne

59

(1) greenish yellow (like
the cettail plant)

(1) faded blue (it's
faded and.it's blue)

(4) pink

(1) reddish pink

(2).bright pink (pretty
pink)

(1) light pink (almost
white pink)

(1) dark pink lalmost
black pink)

(1) pink (like pink clay)

(1) yellow (like yellow
paint stones)

(1) bright yellow (pretty
like yellow paint stones)

(2) pale pink (the dancer's
clay pink)

(1) light blue green
(the dancer's blue)
(1) reddish brown (like
oohre)

(8) purple (oorn stalk
purple)

(1) light purple (whitish
purple)

(2) bright pirple (pretty
purple)

(2) light purple (almost
white purple)

(1) purple (like corn
stalks)

4 q
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lokk/ana

lokk/ana lhi//anna

luwikna/ lokk/ana

luwikna/ lhi//anna

lhi//aqa poch /ikna

lhi//aqananne

lhi//anna

lhi//an/ashena

Ihi//an /oshonanne

lhi//anna ko:wi k/ojanna

lhi//enna q/inna

lhi//anna ma:lhaya
luk/onanne,

lhi//anna zo/ya

lhi//anna yuk/ojetinanne

lhupz/inna

lhupz/in /ashena

lhupz/in /oneyanne

lhupz/in /owelu ja/l/ikna

lhupz/inna pajayanne

(1) grey

a) bluish grey

(1) ash grey* expression
cited and then changed.

(1) ash blue

(1) dull turquoise (like
poor turquoise)

(2) turquoise blue

(5) blue

(1) greenish blue

(1) faded or light blue
(worn out blue)

(1) whitish blue (blue
a little white)

(3) dark blue (blackish
blue)

(1) purplish blue (like
a blue bird)

(4) bright blue (pretty
blue)

(3) whitish bluo2 (almost
white blue)

(8) yellow

(1) greenish yellow

(2) light yellow (oorn
pollen yellow)

(1) Ereenish yellow (cat-
tail leaf yellow)

(1) pale yellow



lhupz/inna so'sona

lhupz/inna zo/ya

lhupz/inna yuq/itinanne

may/ikna/lhi//anna

me.: lheyaluk/o

me:lhayalul/onnne

milo:/ikna/ lhupz/inna

molhana: /uteyanne

mo:shik /uteyanne

no: je/l/ikna

no: je/lenanne

sossona

sossona q/inna

sossona zo/ya

sossonanne

shakk/ana /oneyanne

shikqamunne

shilowa

shilowa k/e:q/ina

shilowa k/ojanna

(1) brownish yellow

(1) bright yellow (pretty
yellow)

(3) dark yellow (almost
black yellow)

(1) blue (like a blue Jay)

(1) purple (like a blue
bird)

(3) purple blue (like
a blue bird)

(1) dark yellow (like
baked sweet corn)

(1) bright yellow (herb
blossom)

(1) pink (peach blossom)

(1) pink (like bean paper
breed)

(1) dull pink (like bean
paper breed)

(7) brown

(2) dark brown

(1) rich brown (pretty
brown

(1) brown (roasted color)

(1) dark yellow

(4) maroon (like a cactus
flower)

(8) rd

(1) purplish red

(2) rose (whitish red)

9
I f * a

61
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shilowa q/inna

shilowa lokk/ena

shilowa shakk/ana

shilowa zo/ya

shilowa yuk/ojatinanne

shilowa yuq/itinanne

shunep /utteyan /ikna

talhupz /ikna/ lhupz/inna

tosel /ikna/ lhi//anna

z/upiyan /ikna/ lhupz/inna

yujekk/achonanne

yuk/e~gitina

yuk/ojatinan shilowa

yuq/itina lhupz/inna

yulokk/atina shilowa

yulokk/atinanne

yulhi//atina

yulhi//atina k/ojanna

(3) dark red (blackish
red)

(1) faded red (greyish
red)

(1) dark red

(1) bright red (pretty
red)

(2) whitish red (almost
white red)

' (1) dark red (almost
black red)

(1) purplish. red (like
a cactus blossom)

(1) yellow (like yellow
wood)

(1) dark green (like
a rush blue)

(1) light yellow (banana-
like yellow)

(1) whitish pink (almost
white pink)

(1) dark purple (almost
blaok purple)

(1) whitish red (almost
white red)

(1) dark yellow (almost
black yellow)

(1) purplish red (almost
grey red)

(1) light grey (almost
grey)

(1) light blue (almost
blue)

(1) whitish blue (almost
blue white)
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yulhi//tina q/inna (1) dark blue (almost
blue bleck)

yulhioetinanne (1) light blue (almost
blue)

yulhupz/itina zo/ya (1) bright, light yellow
(pretty almost yellow)

yulhupz/itina lokk/ana (1) tan (greyish almost
yellow)

yusossonanne (1) light brown (almost
brown)

yusossotina (1) light brown (almost
brown)

yusossotina lhupz/inna (1) yellowish brown
(yellowish almost brown)

yusossotinanne (1) light br6wn (almost %-rown)

yushilowa (1) rose (almost red)

yushilowa zo/ya (1) bright pink (pretty
almost red)

yushilowanne (1) pink (almost red)

yushilowatinanne (4) pink (almost red)

The comparison of monolingual Zuni with English

reveals that most of the color categories of one

language have an equivalent category in the other

with only one drastic exception: In English e

and orange are very sh-rply defined, separate cate-

gories whereas in monolingual Zuni, there is only

one category comorising both our orange and y

More interesting is the comparison of the over-all

structure of the entire color space in the two lan-

guages:
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ENGLISH MONOLINGUAL ZUNI

Considerable crowding Fairly even distribution of
of categories in the categories throughout the
left of our graph. color space.

Categories are dif- Degree of homogeneity seems
ferentiated in homo- to be fairly constant for all
geneity, e.g., red categories
consists entirely of
focus; blue has two
foci, a considerable
area of fair unanim-
ity, a wide 50,
transition area.

Categories are differ- Categories are more evenly
entiated by size. sized.

Efch aategory has Probability profiles do not
characteristic pro- differ much for the categories.
babilitv crofiles.

The bilingual ..;uni group appears to be in a

state of transition between monaalinguals and analish.

VII. CONCLUSION

This type of research might prove of interest

to a variety of investigations. We shall give three

examples progressing from the esoteric to the concrete.

Philosophers of language, semanticists and logical

empiricists have postulated the existence of certain

terms in every lenguage which constitute the anchors,

so to speek, to reality. Most words may be defined

contextually, that is, in terms of other words, ex-

cept these elementel terms. Joergensen31 describing

, I S I
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Ernst Mach's positivism 32--a work which underlies

an important portion of modern philosophy--writes:

Natural laws should...be formulEted as
functional relations between the ele-
ments, i.e., between sensations such as
gteen, hot, hard, extended, continuous,
etc. These sensations are n'ot in them-
selves -illusory or deceptive, but, on
the contrary, they are all that we know
of reality.

The positivistic and other analytic philosophers

build their logico-linguistic systems out of the

elemental terms whose existence and relationship to

reslity are axiomatic for them. Anthropoloeicel

research as outlined here does not vtrify.the philo-

sophical system but adds to it in that it describes

further the nature of these axiomatic elements and

differentiates them in terms of their specific re-

lationships to physical stimuli. At the same time

the work may enable us to discover whether such re-

lationship is culturelly determined or not.

The next example concerns resasroh in communi-

cation. Since the language of experience serves to

moor a potentially self-sufficient, "floating" sym-

boll system to the terra firma of reality, i.e.,

to a rigid frEme of reference, we should ask whether

all languages are e-lually efficient in codifying
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the elemental experiences. If we give two native

speakers of English the task of communicating to

one another their choice of a particular color (e.g.,

by having each look at one of two identical color

charts and restricting their intercommunication to

the use of English color-terminology) we can predict

from the data gathered in our research the proba-

bility of perfect communication for each color chosen,

as well as the efficiency of communication of any

term used during the communication process. We

could compute "coefficients of efficiency" for every

term or a "coefficient of codability" for every

color and these numbers could be compared to similar

ones based on other cultures or languages.

An appliation of direct psycholoEical interest

was described in detail by Brown and Lenneberg. 33

The mapping and naming data were used to make pre-

dictions (fairly successfully) on recognition be-

havior. The hypothesis was that the more accurately

a color can be named in English, the better its chance

for accurate recognition. Colors whose namability

had been previously ascertained, were briefly pre-

sented to subjects. After a Liven waiting period

the colors seen had to be identified from a large

collection of other colors. The results fully sup-
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ported the hypothesis. Also the Zuni data were used

for the same purpose and again the results were en-

coureging. Unfortunately the monolingual Zuni sub-

jects consisted entirely of very old people and thus

formed en unsatisfactory sample of the populetion

as a whole; nor was it strictly comparable to the

English-speaking sample, so that statistical evalu-

ation and comparison is difficult'. In one respect

the repetition of the reconition experiment with

Zuni was truly amazing. In English, orange and

yellow are the most sharply defined color categories,

and accordingly, their foci scored highest in recog-

nition by Americans. But monolingual Zuni do not

distinguish between orange and yellow at all. The

entire region is occupied by a single category. It

is interesting that not s single monolingual Zuni

recognized correctly either orange or yellow, thus

bearing out our expectations completely.

A fourth erample could heve beer riven in the

area of values. Since the conceptual scheme used

in this approach to values is somewhat unconventional

and would require discussion of several side issues,

it seems more appropriate to treat this subject else-

where. Reference to this research will be made in

one of the forthcoming Values Study publications in

a context where definitions can be given at length
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and where pertinent data from other relevant studies

can also be used.

In summary, a close examination of vsrious types

of hypotheses in the area of language and cognition

studies has revealed that one of the major problems

in this field is the comparability of data. It has

been shown that formalization is one way of overcoming

this problem. We have demonstrated how data on

reference can be formalized and how formal character-

istics are amenable to cross-cultural comperison.

The principal phases of the investigetion of the

reference function of language are; 1) the psychophysical

description of c.ertain referents; 2) the develop-

ment of parameters which can describe the relation-

ship between the linguistic symbol and the referent;

3) an empiricEl investigEtion on which of these para-

meters (which are conceived a priori) actually pro-

duces data that are signigicant either in revealing

cultural variations or in the characterization of

various kinds of symbol-referent relationships with-

in individuel languages.
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UBIQUITY OF LINGUISTIC CONDITION

Unique Occurrence Universal Occurrence

Language as such no research research must be
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Great variety research must be either approach
of instances intra-cultural possible
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Simplified schematic diagram showing relation among
hue, brightness, and saturation. (After Tufts, Edbk.
of Hum Zng., 23)
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Psychological color solid for colors perceived under good
visual color matching conditions

(This is a sketch for half-tone; high-gloss prints to be
supplied.)
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S*hematizatio* of the *unsell method
of sampllig the color solid.,
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